Guided Hunting Agreement
This agreement is entered into between Triple *B* Ranch (Hereinafter referred to as TBR) and
__________________________________ (hunter) for the purpose of hunting whitetail deer and other game on the Triple *B*
Ranch in LaSalle County, Texas on the following dates:
Arrival time:

1:00pm ______________________________________
(mo.)
(day)
(year)

Departure time: 1:00pm _____________________________________
(mo.)
(day)
(year)
1. The cost of the guided hunt is based on animals harvested by hunter (see explanation below)
A. Management hunt $2,500.00, a signed copy of the TBR rules, and completed hunter information sheet (both are included
at the end of this contract) must accompany this signed contract.
B. Trophy hunt $4,500.00, a signed copy of the TRB rules and completed hunter information sheet (both are included at the
end of this contract) must accompany this signed contract.
C. Doe/Hog hunt - $400.00, a signed copy of the TBR rules, and completed hunter information sheet (both are included at
the end of this contract) must accompany this signed contract.
D. Hog hunt - $100.00 Daily deposit, unlimited hogs, minimum 3 day hunt. (Excludes meals and lodging), a signed copy of
the TBR rules, and completed hunter information sheet (both are included at the end of this contract) must accompany this
signed contract.
TBR must receive these items by _________________ in order to secure your reservation. Please make your check payable
to Triple *B* Ranch, and mail to 1170 County Road 785, Natalia, Texas 78059-2021. This contract is only valid when signed by
TBR and hunters deposit check is cashed.
TBR must receive written notice of cancellation by, ____________________ or hunter will lose his reservation and forfeit his initial
payment. If a cancellation is made after above listed date, hunter forfeits his entire payment. All scheduled hunting dates are final and
are not subject to change. Also, TBR must receive a legible copy of hunter’s valid Texas hunting license upon arrival to the Ranch. To
purchase any Texas hunting license by phone with your credit card, call 1-800-895-4248. For Texas Parks and Wildlife information, call
1-800-792-1112.
2. The hunter’s fee entitles hunter to hunt for 3 days. Should a hunter have a non-hunting guest, the charge for lodging for this guest
will be $150.00. However, this must be agreed upon with TBR before arrival at ranch to ensure there is room to accommodate this
guest.
3. A TBR guide must accompany hunter while hunting.
4. Hunter may shoot the following animals:
(a) One mature whitetail buck (i.e. a buck 4 ½ years of older). The guide will determine whether a buck is a mature buck and
therefore shootable at the option of the hunter.
(b) Mature bucks are scored by the Boone & Crockett gross score system. This system will be used by your guide to determine if
the buck you harvest is either a management buck or a trophy class buck. Management bucks will be defined as: any mature buck gross
scoring 130 B&C or less. Trophy bucks will be defined as: any mature buck gross scoring up to 140 B&C and over. Rates for trophy
bucks to be agreed upon.
(c) One wild feral hog.
(d) Furthermore, if hunter shoots at a whitetail buck, but the guide and hunter are unable to find it, this buck will count as hunters
buck if visual evidence that the deer was hit is found. Visual evidence that a buck was hit includes such things as drops of blood and
tufts of hair lying in a pattern that would indicate a bullet caused the removal of the hair. Hunter’s guide will make finding the wounded
deer his sole mission for the remainder of the hunt.
(e) Hunter will not be permitted to hunt dove or quail.
(f) Hunter is not permitted to shoot mountain lions.
(g) Hunter is not permitted to hunt turkeys, javelinas, and bobcats. However, these may be available at land owners option and
approval. They will also have a harvest fee for each animal.
(h) Although hunter may shoot the above listed animals, hunter recognizes the hunting for animals other than a whitetail buck shall
not interfere with the buck hunting of the other hunters.

5. All animals harvested by hunter are to leave ranch with hunter unless arrangements are granted by TBR staff.
6. TBR will provide lodging for hunter. No alcoholic beverages shall be consumed before the days hunt is legally over.
7. TBR shall not be liable for any injuries, deaths, or property damage sustained by hunter on TBR even if they are sustained as a result
of TBR’s sole negligence.
Although TBR will try to ensure that TBR guides and personnel behave in a responsible and careful manner, hunter recognizes that
hunting with firearms, climbing deer stands, and the like involve significant risks of personal injury including poisonous snake bites or
any wild animal which could inflict serious injuries to hunter. In recognition of these significant risks, hunter agrees to indemnify TBR
and its agents or assigns against any claim asserted against TBR as a result of any personal injury, death, or property damage arising out
of, or incident to, or in conjunction with this agreement or operations as a result of the negligence of TBR and its agents or assigns.
8. TBR reserves the right to cancel hunter’s reservation and to refund his money at any time. Although TBR does not intend to cancel
reservations arbitrarily, TBR will want to make sure that each hunter is of the finest integrity and practices ethical hunting. If
information about a hunter comes to TBR that causes it concern, TBR will simply refund the hunters money. TBR will not be required
to explain the reason for the refund.
9. This contract is not assignable to any other hunter without the written approval of TBR. TBR wants to know who will be hunting on
the ranch.
______________________________________________________
Triple *B* Ranch
1170 CR 785
Natalia, Texas 78059

_______________________
Date

______________________________________________________
Hunter (signature)

______________________
Date

Printed Name:___________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Hunting License #_______________________________________
Phone #: ______________________________________________

